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Motion Name: Support student rent strikes 

 
Background:  

Rent in halls and in the private sector has gone up significantly in the past five years, 

way above inflation. Across the country students are taking action to oppose rising 

rents by going on rent strike viz witholding rent en mass (100 people witholding rent or 

more) in order to get the university to listen to their demands. Rent strikes are a useful 

tactic more broadly to gain collective leverage by students over the university. As 

such it is a useful tool to fight not housing justice issues but also for non-housing related 

issues where the university can effect change (e.g. tuition fee hikes). 

 

Purpose: 

Significant rent cuts so that students can live on their income and not be priced out. 

And for the university to be more accessible in this sense. 

 

Action: 

1. The union should support a rent strike aimed at university owned accomodation 

and accomodation not owned by the university but still housing university students, as 

long as students are informed of the risks, in the following ways described in action 

points 2 to 6.  

2. The union should support a rent strike movement at Bristol financially (e.g. covering 

printing costs, campaign material costs and for transport for speakers coming to or 

going from Bristol) – we would ask for an upper limit of £500.  

3. The union should oppose measures by the university to intimidate people on rent 

strike by posting open statements in the press and on the student union website. 

4. The union should oppose measures by the university to intimidate people on rent 

strike by calling out the university when it lies about threats it will make (e.g. the 

university threatens something that they legally cannot do). 
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5. The union should provide practical support to stop the university evicting people on 

rent strike. For example, the union should provide advice and advocacy for rent 

strikers who the university are trying to evict or victimise. 

6. The union should make every attempt to act as a guarantor or, failing this, help rent 

strikers find a guarantor if the university stops being a rent striker's guarantor (e.g. in 

the case where the university acts as a guarantor for an international student).  

 

 

 
Proposed by:  Tyrone Falls 

Seconded by: Eleanor Wright 


